
China is at war with us.

This self-declared NONMILITARY war was launched 20 years ago in an effort to
dominate the globe and bring down America. Their domination is biblical in
proportion and demonic in effort. The religious freedoms championed by the U.S.
have propelled the Gospel of Christ for centuries, protected Kingdom values and
demonstrated to the world how “life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness” can be
worked out.

China is using unconventional means to battle the U.S. With a smile, they are
usurping global financial markets, committing cybertheft, carrying out intellectual
property piracy, aggressively building their economy, buying up farmland in the
U.S., acquiring strategic ports across the world, grabbing up land near U.S. military
bases, spying and collecting data through technology such as TikTok, developing
bioweapons like Covid, and surveilling the world. 

Their actions have been devised to slowly and covertly disintegrate our culture and
nation, as they position themselves to step into the leadership role that the U.S. has
played globally. Make no mistake, they do not just want to leapfrog us for the sake
of status, they want to dominate and occupy us. 

In this first of IFA's three-part series on the dangers of
China, we will cover the Chinese communist infiltration of
American elections systems. You will learn about:
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A special report prayer guide from Intercessors for America detailing China's
involvement in U.S. elections.

IFA's 3-Part Series

China's Goals and 
Plans to
Dominate

Chinese Methods
and Practices to
Spy and Overtake

2.

3.

China has been quietly working
behind the scenes to sabotage us.

PollChief: China’s door into U.S. elections
Konnech, Inc.’s role 
Konnech's founder and his alternate identity
CCP connections to Konnech that uphold communist China's ideals
The tentacles of Konnech in election software
How we pray about this massive scheme that is operating today

Point of Prayer
Ecclesiastes 12:14
For God will bring every deed into
judgment, including every hidden
thing, whether it is good or evil. 

Pray that harmful connections
and actions that are hidden
would be discovered, and that
effective action would be taken. 

Coming soon...

Read on to unravel the tentacles of China in one of our most critical areas—elections. As you read, jot down points of
prayer and what the Holy Spirit speaks to you about these issues. We have provided space for these prayer notes. 

http://ifapray.org/
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1.What is PollChief?

Behind PollChief: Konnech

Unmasked Identity of Yu

CCP Connections

Tentacles of Konnech

Prayer Points and People

China's Door to U.S. Elections: PollChief1.All across the nation, election precincts use a product called PollChief, marketed as an
"election worker management software solution."  It is used in many of the leading and largest
municipalities as election management software. It bills itself as being an all-in-one solution
for managing elections and the people running them. 

It is an extensive data collector and centralized management system
that does the following:

-People Management for all election workers and volunteers, including job screening, payroll,
schedules, job assignments, and HR data.

-Poll Management, which includes election inspection records, screening of qualified
selection points, allocation of election areas, stats of election item requirements, and all the
coordination and management functions that coincide.  

-Site management, which centralizes control of the dispatch of election goods, cargo, and
coordinates transportation, deliveries, and all physical goods. Also includes schematics of all
polling and voting locations as well as the building passcodes and equipment lists.

Adams County, Colorado
Alachua County, Florida
Alameda County, California
Allen County, Indiana
Brevard County, Florida
Contra Costa County, California
Detroit, Michigan
Douglas County, Colorado
Fairfax County, Virginia
Hillsborough County, Florida
Jefferson County, Missouri

Johnson County, Kansas
Leon County, Florida
Los Angeles, California
Loudoun County, Virginia
The state of Montana
Prince William County, Virginia
Sedgwick County, Kansas
St. Charles County, Missouri
Travis County, Texas
Washington, D.C.
Military Voting Abroad

Where is PollChief used?
This is just a partial listing of the locations that have contracted
to use the PollChief product in their election district. 
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-Service Management, which operates a call center for voters and workers, generates call records, and provides general
administrative back up services.

-Overseas Election Management, which coordinates and manages voter data,  voter ID, and voter ballot tracking, and which
facilitates reporting on analysis of functions, as well as facilitates ballot distribution through various means—both
electronically and by mail. 

All of the data harvested through the various means and collection points is centralized and stored in the PollChief system. How
secure is this data? 

Prayer Notes

http://ifapray.org/
https://web.archive.org/web/20131207151051/http:/yu-lian.cn/Case.html
http://ifapray.org/
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Headquarters:  East Lansing, Michigan
Research and Development Offices: Okemos, Michigan
Election Products: PollChief, ABVote
Sold ABVote product to Votem, 2016 

Behind PollChief is Konnech, Inc.

Behind Konnech is Eugene Yu, aka Jianwei Yu.
Eugene Yu is his American name—he was originally named Jianwei Yu in China. Extensive research following
trails online of companies, websites, emails, and patents uncovers that the same election technology company
operating in the U.S. and Australia as Konnech under Yu also operates as a Chinese Communist Party
election company, Yulian Network, and Hongzheng Technology. Yu's email address at Konnech (see DNS
lookup below) was used in the registration of these two Chinese election company websites. Understand that any
election company (or any Chinese company) operating in China is actually part of the Chinese state apparatus.  

Who is the maker of this popular election software, and what do we know about the
company?  Konnech began in 2002 with a variety of proprietary software products and
online platforms. Looking deeper into the roots of this and the leadership of this company
raises  a plethora of red flags.  

 

Eugene Yu
Founder and President, Konnech
Board of Advisors Member, Votem
Graduate of Zhejiang University, China

Many other ties to other partnerships and
iterations of companies in China creates a
profile of someone very much engaged and
entrenched in China. In fact, on the website
Jinhua Red Date Software Co. featured on
Yu's Chinese election website (yu-lian.cn)
Eugene Yu referred to his allegiance to
"political tasks" first and business success
second priority, calling China's President
and CCP General Secretary Jiang Zemin
"comrade." (Zemin was China's President
from 1993-2003 and the General Secretary of
the Chinese Communist Party 1989-2002.)

 
This reverse lookup search uncovered the
Chinese company domains registered
under the admin.konnech.com address.
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http://ifapray.org/
https://www.konnech.com/
https://web.archive.org/web/20130718125224/http:/yu-lian.cn/
https://www.crunchbase.com/person/eugene-yu
https://www.encyclopedia.com/people/history/chinese-and-taiwanese-history-biographies/jiang-zemin
http://ifapray.org/
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Wang Xiang
Graduated from Nanjing University, China, 2012
Managed Chinese Students and Scholars Association (CSSA) website at University of New
Mexico. (The CSSA is the official organization for the CCP to surveil and report on Chinese
students abroad, overseen by the CCP's United Front Work Department.) (linkedin) 
Xiang built and appears to manage PollChief, the main election product from Konnech.

Many Konnech Engineers have
Chinese CCP Roots
Eugene Yu is not the only direct Chinese connection at Konnech. Many of the engineers
working on American and Australian election products such as PollChief, are actually
located in China.  “Yu has acknowledged that he uses a team of software developers in
China for his election-related projects...” reports The West Australian in an October 2018
article. Many software engineers and critical employees at Konnech in Michigan are a
product of Chinese state-run education systems—universities that indoctrinate
communism in their teaching, and export their philosophies through the sending of
Chinese students to American graduate programs and companies. 

This URL, Vote4fairfax, created
and owned by Konnech as part of
the software product for Fairfax
County, Virginia, uses not an
American backbone, but a
Chinese backbone as shown by
this Binary Edge report.

In their yearlong research into Chinese election interference, True the Vote discovered that the internet backbones
used by Konnech that run critical and secure election data are located not in America, but in China—backbones
hosted by CCP state-owned telecom companies. A backbone is described as "principal data routes between large,
strategically interconnected computer networks and core routers of the Internet." That means that sensitive data
about voters, election processes, election workers, and more are being run on CCP networks, with an open door to
China. In fact, according to Chinese law, anything that the state discovers on the internet is information or

A data backbone in China

intellectual property that is
automatically owned by
China. 

The question is, why
would our government
allow critical
infrastructure to be run by
a company with such
blatant ties and open doors
to China? 

Binary Edge report shown at left for
vote4fairfax, a Konnech URL owned
by Eugene Yu.
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http://ifapray.org/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/United_Front_Work_Department
https://www.linkedin.com/in/wang-xiang-28176998/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Internet_backbone
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Backbone_network
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Computer_network
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Core_router
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Internet
http://ifapray.org/
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Chinese developers, Chinese data
storage, Chinese spying

As reported by Kanekoa on Substack, a Yu-owned website is a provider of digital voting systems in China for Chinese
elections. This is in partnership with other state-owned CCP companies Lenovo, Huawei, China Mobile, China Unicom,
China Telecom and China's National People's Congress.   

Patents also connect Yu and Konnech to the CCP. On April 18, 2012, former
Konnech engineer Shao Guojun and Hongzheng Tech investor Yu Jun co-
applied for a U.S. patent with Konnech Inc. and Eugene Yu. Kanekoa points
out that "Shao Guojun not only turns up on a 2012 patent with Eugene Yu
and Konnech Inc. in the United States, but his name also appears on a
Chinese voting technology patent transferred from Jinhua Konnech Inc.
to Jinhua Hongzheng Technology Co. in 2015."  (at right)

These suspicious CCP ties are concerning for any company operating in our nation, but for a company that is managing
elections in a majority of metropolitan U.S. cities and the U.S. Department of Defense, it is a national security emergency.

So, not only are America's election software products being developed by a Chinese-rooted
company in America, using Chinese software developers and engineers (located both in
America and China), but the massive amounts of data collected by the election software,
discovered through a Binary Edge report, is also being stored and accessible in China. 

In the search for answers and evidence about the Chinese infiltration of U.S. elections, the
systems analysts at True the Vote and OPSEC discovered something very disturbing. Looking
at a digital  "open backdoor" of a server from a Chinese company affiliated with Konnech, they
discovered a huge file of over 1.8 million names and data points, containing names and

Konnech owns patents used in Chinese elections
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personal information of  American election workers. The information was not just a list of the
workers, but a file of personal data including passwords, the IEMI number on their cellphone,
banking information, children's names, and other private information. 

Point of Prayer
Psalm 7:15
Whoever digs a hole and scoops it
out falls into the pit they have
made. 
Pray that those who are
uncovering evil and harm would
themselves be protected from
harm. 

This shocking discovery by True the Vote, showing obvious election espionage by the CCP, was promptly shared with the FBI
office in Detroit where TTV was working. After the Detroit FBI team kicked the discovery up to the federal FBI offices,
Catherine Engelbrecht and Gregg Phillips and several on the TTV team became the target of the investigation, instead of the
CCP. Based on what we now know about some of the FBI operations such as Crossfire Hurricane, this twist is concerning.
This whole issue needs prayer. 

Prayer Notes

http://ifapray.org/
https://kanekoa.substack.com/p/us-election-company-previously-registered?utm_source=email
http://ifapray.org/
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Chinese United Front
An arm of the CCP that conducts overseas Chinese work
The Chinese United Front installs Chinese agents in America for the purpose of acting
on behalf of the CCP government and their intelligence agencies. Many are fronted as
cultural exchanges, embassy extensions, and businesses. One of the organizations
affiliated with United Front is the Chinese Students and Scholars Associations
(CSSA) which operates with money directly from the Chinese government and takes
orders from the Chinese Embassies or consulates for political activity or operation.
China actively recruits for its spy networks—especially in technology. In 2020, a
Chinese consulate in Houston was closed down  by the U.S. under suspicion of
operating as a spy hub.  

A pipeline of Chinese agents into American schools and
companies, helped by Yu

The Confucius Institutes and Classrooms
Founded in 2004, there are over 9M students enrolled in 525
institutes spread across 146 countries.

Elections & Propaganda
We also discovered that Konnech, the same company that is running many of the large
metropolitan American elections with their PollChief software product, also built another
product called ChineseBrief.com. According to an archived webpage, ChineseBrief.com is a
"unique interactive communication platform and Chinese language learning tool" for the
Confucius Institute, the CCP propaganda organization embedded in universities and schools

across our nation.
Confucius Institute
signed an agreement
with Konnech to
produce the
communications
platform and
language learning
tool. 

ChineseBrief.com announcement on Konnech's archived Facebook page,  shown above.
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Considered a "soft war" against America, the Institutes exist as tentacles of Chinese CCP propaganda and control within
American education universities and communities. These were started by the Hanban—the Ministry of Chinese
Education. While many of the Confucius Institutes in America closed due to purposeful defunding during the Trump
administration, there is still a massive presence of Chinese indoctrination on American college campuses and classrooms.
According to the National Association of Scholars, 18 Confucius Institutes are still in operation undeterred, 28 have
replaced their Confucius Institute name with a similar program and new name, and 58 still have unofficial relationships
with their former Chinese partners. There are also 500 programs in elementary and secondary schools across the nation
funded by Chinese organizations. The goal of these Confucius Institute groups is to propagate ideals of the Chinese
Communist Party in a format that appears to be an exchange of cultural ideas and customs.

Prayer Notes

http://ifapray.org/
https://www.foxnews.com/politics/us-raid-chinese-consulate-houston-spy-hub
https://www.foxnews.com/politics/us-raid-chinese-consulate-houston-spy-hub
http://ifapray.org/
https://nypost.com/2020/08/13/us-to-declare-confucius-institute-dc-headquarters-as-foreign-mission/
https://data.nas.org/confucius_institute_contracts
https://www.nas.org/blogs/article/how_many_confucius_institutes_are_in_the_united_states
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Votem 
Headquarters in Cleveland, Ohio
Founder and President: Pete Martin
Products: Mobile Mark, FastPass Voting, FastCast, Accessible Voting,  Hybrid Print Elections
World's leading blockchain security voting company
Konnech Founder and President Eugene Yu sits on the Votem Advisory Board
Purchased ABVote, a product designed by the Chinese-engineered company Konnech, Inc.

Tentacles of Konnech
The tentacles of Konnech and its founder Eugene Yu reach into many other avenues in
our nation.  Konnech developed a software product called ABVote—developed by the
same team of Konnech's Chinese software engineers. This product was sold in 2016 to a
company called Votem, which marketed and sold the ABVote product as their own.
In fact, Konnech's Eugene Yu is on Votem's  Board of Advisors. Votem uses blockchain
technology for security. Blockchain is "a peer-to-peer decentralized distributed ledger
technology that makes the records of any digital asset transparent and unchangeable,"
according to the Blockchain Council. Blockchain is not owned or managed by anyone.
Incidentally, it is the same technology that is used for cryptocurrency. While we have no
concerning information about Votem's other products listed below, the tentacles of
China continue to reach into other areas.

Embedded in our own government's
processes
 Konnech has procured contracts with the Department of Defense as shown in
this contract, at right. What kind of access is given to Konnech as they service
this account? We know that data on the server found in China held personal 
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Point of Prayer
Romans 1:18
For the wrath of God is revealed
from heaven against all ungodliness
and unrighteousness of men, who
by their unrighteousness suppress
the truth. 

Pray for all hidden ties to China
to be revealed. Pray for
discernment for our leaders who
forge contracts and partnerships
with organizations and
companies that can harm us.

information of election workers.
What happens to the information
about our military members and
foreign service personnel who are
being served by Konnech for
overseas voting?  Will this
information be treated the same
way—stored on Chinese servers
and left open to theft and access?  
What else is on the agenda for a
company with allegiance to  the
Chinese Communist Party and its
ideals? What are, to quote Eugene
Yu, "political tasks first" and
business success a second
priority?

http://ifapray.org/
https://votem.com/accessible-voting/
https://votem.com/mobilemark/
https://votem.com/fast-pass-voting/
https://votem.com/fastcast/
https://votem.com/accessible-voting/
https://votem.com/hybrid-print-elections/
https://votem.com/votem-announces-acquisition-mobile-voting-business/
https://www.blockchain-council.org/blockchain/what-is-blockchain-technology-and-how-does-it-work/
http://ifapray.org/
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As we mentioned in the title page, China is at war with us, and many Americans just don't
know it. China's actions have been devised to slowly and covertly disintegrate our culture
and nation, so that China can replace the U.S. as the global leader. Make no mistake, they do
not just want to leapfrog us for the sake of status, they want to dominate. Occupy us.
Elections are just one avenue that China is using to infiltrate us. Manipulate us. De-secure
us. But there are many red flags that can't possibly go unnoticed by those who are tasked
with securing and leading our nation. 

What should concern us is that so many in our government have looked away from the red
flags for the short-term high of cheap production and manufacturing. All the while, the
noose around our neck is tightening. American manufacturing is struggling. The bulk of
products you find on the shelves are made in China. Every Shark Tank episode shows
hungry entrepreneurs dying to make a deal to produce their goods "off-shore" at a greatly
reduced cost. We are addicted—and it is killing us. 

So, why is China a danger to the U.S.?  

Pray about those creating or allowing toxic ties to China

Eugene Yu
Konnech, Inc.

Xi Jinping
President of China

Pray that any plans to subvert election integrity in our nation would be thwarted. Pray that election officials would clearly
see any security risks with companies providing services. Pray that the CCP would be stopped from infiltrating our
elections. Pray that the "soft avenues" for influencing our nation, the hidden ways of harming our nation, would stop.  

U.S. Confucius
Institute

Gao Qing

American elections in the grasp of the Chinese gives our communist enemies the power to potentially manipulate data, alter
outcomes, and disrupt the process, and anything else they have in their plans—our backdoors are wide open. This is why we
pray and take action. The future of our republic and our free elections is at stake. 

This is part one of a three-part series about China's satanic war with America. As a communist nation, China is anti-God. The
evidence is seen in the persecution of the Christians in China and in adherence to the Marxist/Maoist doctrine that replaces
the devotion to and worship of God with allegiance and devotion to the party and state.  The satanic war China is waging is
occurring in both in the natural and in the spiritual. So, we too must recognize that the battle is to be fought on both fronts. 
 Gather intercessory intelligence about this issue so you do not fall prey to the deception in our nation with regard to China.
This will also help you pray with insight. Pray about the spirits behind this issue. Pray for those on these lists, and ask the Holy
Spirit for insight also on how to pray. 
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6.
Point of Prayer
Psalm 55:23
But you, God, will bring down
the wicked into the pit of decay;
the bloodthirsty and deceitful will
not live out half their days. But as
for me, I trust in you.

Pray for those who enable and
facilitate evil. We pray that either
they would be changed by the blood
of Christ or removed from their role. 

http://ifapray.org/
http://ifapray.org/
https://www.influencewatch.org/non-profit/confucius-institute-u-s-center/
https://www.influencewatch.org/non-profit/confucius-institute-u-s-center/
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Frank Gaffney
Present Danger: China
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Catherine Engelbrecht
True the Vote

Gregg Phillips
OPSEC Group

Pray for those exposing these toxic ties to China

Gordon Chang
Author

There ARE brave people researching, writing, and pointing out to all who will listen
the dangers that China poses. Pray for protection for those unveiling the truth
about this issue. It is dangerous to pull the cover back on wrongdoing. Pray for
continued guidance and wisdom as they research, share, expose. Pray that plans to
censor or harm them would be ineffective. Pray that the evidence and information
they discover would be welcomed by those in our government whose job it is to
protect us from our enemies.  

White Hat
Researchers

Trevor Loudon
Journalist

Kevin Freeman
Economic War Room

JR Nyquist
Columnist/Reporter
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Brig. Gen. Robert
Spalding (ret.)
CEO of SEMPRE

Point of Prayer
Pray Psalm 91:3-4
Surely he will save you from the
fowler’s snare and from the deadly
pestilence. He will cover you with
his feathers, and under his wings
you will find refuge; his faithfulness
will be your shield and rampart.

Pray for the protection of those
seeking to unmask evildoers and
to unveil the hidden plans to
harm, and who are risking their
lives to do so. Pray for divine
connections as they seek to alert
those who can help.

Prayer Notes

6.

http://ifapray.org/
https://presentdangerchina.org/
https://americanmilitarynews.com/2022/07/gordon-chang-time-to-end-us-relationship-with-china-historys-most-dangerous-ruling-group/
https://www.trevorloudon.com/
https://www.bing.com/ck/a?!&&p=7f2c3825f1f5a64cJmltdHM9MTY2MTk3MTI4NyZpZ3VpZD1hNDVjYzViYy05YWNjLTRiNTktYmMyNS00NDk2YWU0YTA0ZmYmaW5zaWQ9NTE3OQ&ptn=3&hsh=3&fclid=852bc806-295c-11ed-a168-72bd8d6f180d&u=a1aHR0cHM6Ly93d3cuZWNvbm9taWN3YXJyb29tLmNvbS9hYm91dF9rZXZpbl9mcmVlbWFu&ntb=1
http://ifapray.org/
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Share additional prayer notes here
Add words you are given from the Holy Spirit, and additional scriptures you are led to pray. Use this as a prayer journal for
this issue. 
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Finally, be strong in the Lord and in his mighty power.  Put on the full armor of God, so that you
can take your stand against the devil’s schemes. For our struggle is not against flesh and blood, but
against the rulers, against the authorities, against the powers of this dark world and against the
spiritual forces of evil in the heavenly realms. Therefore put on the full armor of God, so that when
the day of evil comes, you may be able to stand your ground, and after you have done everything, to
stand. Stand firm then, with the belt of truth buckled around your waist, with the breastplate of
righteoUSness in place, and with your feet fitted with the readiness that comes from the gospel of
peace.  In addition to all this, take up the shield of faith, with which you can extinguish all the
flaming arrows of the evil one. Take the helmet of salvation and the sword of the Spirit, which
is the word of God.

We know there are anti-God, antichrist spirits behind communism. So this battle is
not only about computer hacking, data stealing, and election tampering, but also
the larger spiritual battle at play in our nation and the world. Because of this, the
stakes are immensely high, and the way we fight is not just with legislation and
regulations, but with the spiritual weapons God has given us in the armor outlined
in Ephesians 6:10-17 below.

Don the weapons for the battle.
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Watch for the release of the accompanying China Special Reports—China's Goals and Plans to Dominate, and Chinese Methods
and Practices to Spy and Overtake. Find those once released, and other resources at IFApray.org.

http://ifapray.org/
http://ifapray.org/
https://ifapray.org/

